
Today at the Cabin! 

There is a walk in my future!!! 

It is currently 30 degrees but with bright sun. 
Supposed to be near 40 this afternoon! 

Strap on the snowshoes or Yak Trax and head out 
into the woods (probably snow shoes, it’s still 

pretty deep out there) and start to replenish my Vit 
D levels! 

Don’t forget… FREE Shipping for Orders Over 
$75.00 To The US 

 

 

This week the Land Scape Applique Techniques of Karen Eckmeier of The Quilted Lizard,. 

Patterns on our sale page by going HERE 

 

 
 

Autumn Hills Quilt Pattern 

This landscape applique  

pattern will help you “plan”  

your Autumn Hills. 

Hill scenes can be matted  

and framed OR finished as a 
miniature quilt by adding  

borders and quilting. 

Technique: Layered Curves 

HERE 

 
 

Canyons and Mesas Quilt 
Pattern 

 
This pattern will help you 
“plan” your Canyons & 

Mesas. 

Canyon scenes can be 
matted and framed OR 
finished as a miniature 
quilt by adding borders 

and quilting. 

Technique: Layered Peaks 

 
HERE 

 
 

 
 

City Skylines Quilt Pattern 
 

Variations to the basic pattern 
were made by simply changing 
the colors, arrangement of the 
layers, and by adding different 

collage details.  
 

HERE 
 

 
 

Coastlines Quilt Pattern 
 

This pattern will help  

you “plan” your  

Coastlines. 

Coastlines can be matted  

and framed OR finished  

as a miniature quilt by 

 adding borders and quilting. 

Technique: Layered  

Curves and Peaks 

 
HERE 
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Applique Alphabet and Forest 
Animals Quilt Pattern 

An Attention to detail is this 
adorable wallhanging and  

applique pattern.  
Plants and animals are  

drawn for tracing in both 
directions.  

 
HERE 

 
 

 
Eyes and Noses Beads and 
Buttons to Accompany the 

Applique Alphabet 
Pattern 

Buttons and beads for 
eyes and noses of Owl, 
Mouse, Raccoon, Fox, 

Frog, Squirrel and Bird 
Accompanies the 

Applique Alphabet 
Animal Pattern by 

Northern Belle 
 

HERE 

 
 

Mirror Image Quilt Pattern 
 

Intermediate 
Pieced Pattern 

 
HERE 

 

 
 

Among the Stars Quilt Pattern 

Stars, Stars and More Stars! 
Experiment with colors  
and textures with this  

Block of the Month  
style pattern. 

. 
 HERE 

 

 
We have lots of yarns on sale too, HERE 

 
Brand New in the Shop….New Patterns 

(available right on our home page, under “What’s New”) 
 

 
Eyes and Noses 

Buttons and 
Beads for the 

Applique 
Alphabet Forest 
Animals Pattern 

 
HERE 

 
 

 
 

Applique Alphabet and Forest Animals 
Pattern 

 
HERE 

 
 

Autumn Leaves 
Quilt Pattern 

 
HERE 

 
 

Sleepy Babies Quilt 
Pattern 

 
HERE 
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Landscape Applique! 

By Karen Eckmeier of The Quilted Lizard 
Are you afraid of curves? Do landscapes intimidate you? Would you like to build your own village? Looking 
for something new and perhaps out of your comfort zone? I have the answers for you in my no-stress books. 

 
Accidental Landscapes rely on layers of colors and lines to capture the feelings of a favorite scene. These 

miniatures are quick and easy to make, no templates, no fuss – just free form rotary cutting and topstitched 
edges. The results are always a pleasant surprise.  

Landscapes can be matted and framed OR finished as a miniature quilt by adding borders and quilting. 
Create a winter wonderland, a lakeside retreat, a cozy autumn setting or a golf course unique to only you. 

Every landscape is a different adventure! 

  

If you would like to get the North Woods Knit & Purl Newsletter, let me know, HERE or 
email me here: mailto:northwoodsknitpurl@gmail.com 

 
More Sales?  

Check out our Facebook Page for 
 

Pop-Up Flash Sales! 
 

Have You Liked Our Facebook Page? 
Check it out HERE   

 
 
 
 

 
 

Witches Applique Quilt Pattern 
 

HERE 

 
 

Raccoon Quilt Pattern 
 

HERE 
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On the Homestead… 
 

All of my farm babies are feeling the warmer temperatures. 
My calves (almost 9 months old now) are out bucking and 

kicking, the cats are frolicking, chasing and playing, and the 
chickens are actually scratching at the edges of the snow and 

ice cover to get to the dirt (albeit frozen) underneath. 
It is supposed to hit 50 this week.  

Gotta check the sump pumps in the basement, if we get a 
quick thaw, things down there will get real messy. 

 

 
 

This week’s puzzle 
 

A Wall of Wool! 
 

HERE  

 

  
 

 

FR** Pattern! 

 

Easy Hexagon Designs Ebook 

Easy Hexagon Designs 
Ebook 

If you love hexagons but 
find them complicated, 
Kaye Wood simplifies it 
with her quick and easy 

cutting designs. 

35 projects include the 
Hawaiian Quilt, 

Grandmother's Flower 
Garden, divided 

hexagons, honeycombs 
and hexagon log cabins, 

to name a few. 

Numerous tips are 
included along with 

finishing techniques for 
borders, layering your 
quilt, machine quilting 
and mitered corners. 

Uses the Starmaker 6 
Master Template, sold 

separately HERE 

 

 

Kaye’s Starmaker 6 Master Template 

HERE 
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Get your Easy Hexagon 
Designs Ebook HERE and 

use the code  

“EASYHEX” 
 

Website Happenings…. 
We’re working on re-building our YouTube Channel.  

It would sure help if you would subscribe to our channel…. Here 
 

Featured Pinterest Board…. 
The Quilted Lizard! 

 

 
 

Fantasy Garden Quilt 
Pattern 

 
HERE 

 
 

Golf Courses Quilt 
Pattern 

 
HERE 

 
 

Farm and Fields Pattern 
 

HERE  
 

Beaches Quilt Pattern 
 

HERE 
 

On Our YouTube Channel…. 
 

 

 
 

Landscape Applique Quilt Techniques 
On our Channel HERE 

Landscape Quilt Techniques 
Subscribe to our YouTube Channel! 

HERE 
 

Please subscribe to our YouTube channel! 
 
 

Get the pattern HERE    
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New in the Yarn Shop….. 
 

  
Perfection Worsted Yarns by Kramer 

 
Perfection is a worsted weight blend of U.S. merino and 

acrylic. It is a soft, easy care, wool blend that won't break the 
bank. Perfection is, well, perfect!  

 
HERE 

 
Rhythm Yarn by Jojoland 

 
100% wool, worsted weight 

 
HERE 

 

    
 

Links 

• What’s New! HERE 

• On Sale HERE 

Have an Awesome Week! 
 

Terrye 
Questions? Email Us! 

KayeWood.com 
and 

North Woods Knit & Purl 
989-430-9477 
Copyright 2019 

 

 

 

 
Regerts or Regrets 

Quilt Pattern 
Your choice 

 
HERE 
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